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Tian Ling’ er raised and down like a flea in the supermarket. She seemed to be not able to 

calm down for a moment. Although it was a little annoying, Samuel had a magical feeling. 

It was really easy for him to get along with Tian Ling’ er. He did not have to fret about Tian 

Ling’ emergency room’s sensations as well as might do anything without reluctances. 

After purchasing the vegetables as well as returning to Tian Ling’ er’s secret base, Tian 

Changsheng came not long after. Samuel was relieved. If Tian Changsheng really did not 

come; he would most definitely be caught by Tian Ling’ emergency room again. 

It was still early. There was no need to cook.Tian Changsheng was playing chess with 

Samuel. 

For Samuel, he liked Most likely to Chinese chess. If the Old Master liked Chinese chess, it 

was not a problem for him to play a couple of video games. 

While they were active with the game, Samuel mosted likely to the toilet and secretly 

downloaded and install a video game of chess software application. 

 

What followed following was a horrible headache for Tian Changsheng. 

This kid had clearly claimed that he didn’t recognize just how to play chess.Tian Changsheng 

had actually thought that it was his chance to kill everybody, but while he was playing his 

phone to sidetrack himself, he had actually killedTian Changsheng to the point of losing. He 

had actually lost three rounds straight with no thriller, which made the old man a little 

miserable. 

Why do not you give the old male some face? At the very least you ought to value the old 

and like the young. 

 

” Samuel, you make this old man lose face …” Tian Changsheng stated. 



Seeing that Tian Changsheng was miserable, Samuel grinned and also claimed, “This is just a 

video game of chess. Go is what I am most efficient. It’s a pity that I don’t have it, or I can 

reveal it to the old man.” 

” This boy is proficient at scrubing his nose and also claiming to be good at fighting styles.” 

Tian Changsheng snorted and stated, “You’re so powerful. I’ll present you to a buddy next 

time. He’s a national-level number. Don’t lose also badly.” 

Tian Changsheng had a solid will to win, which was discovered by Samuel in the boxing 

arena. The reason why he won dog-eat-dog was that he intended to lay an excellent 

structure for the next meeting. 

” Doesn’t this opportunity concerned me by itself initiative?” 

” Old Master, if there’s a possibility, I’ll definitely take a look,” Samuel stated with a smile. 

Tian Changsheng curled his lips as well as could not stand Samuel’s conceit. He claimed, “In 

a couple of days, my birthday is coming. You must take part the fun.” 

Samuel was somewhat stunned. The birthday celebration of the old master of the Heavenly 

Family members was the yearly event of Cloud City. Also the Sue household looked for 

opportunities every year, however they did not handle to go to even when. 

“Old man, we have a deal. If I win, you can not drop out with me,” Samuel said with a smile. 

Tian Changsheng was so upset that his eyes widened. Nonetheless, he was not truly mad, 

however he was very disgruntled in his heart. 

“Just wait and see. Don’t cry when you shed,” stated Tian Changsheng. 

Samuel touched his nose. He was never ever terrified of anything he was efficient. 

Yan Jun’s original intention was only to improve Samuel’s character as well as cultivation, 

when Samuel was actually involved in it, Yan Jun located that he had the prospective to be 

the saint of the nation. In Yan Jun’s words, if Samuel might research chess for the rest of his 

life, he would most definitely end up being the National Warrior. 

This evaluation originated from Yan Jun’s mouth, and it was never just a casual remark. 



It was a pity that the Hannigan family members did not know this pearl. Although Yan Jun 

felt rueful regarding this, he might refrain from doing anything about it. 

 


